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Stability of some super-resolution problems
Dmitry Batenkov (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

The problem of computational super-resolution asks to recover fine features ofa signal from inaccurate and bandlimited data, using some kind of a-priorimodel as a regularization. I will describe several situations for which sharpbounds for stable reconstruction are known, depending on signal complexity,noise/uncertainty level, and available data bandwidth. I will also discuss opti-mal recovery algorithms, and some open questions.
batenkov@mit.edu
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Hermite subdivision and tight wavelet frames
Maria Charina∗ (University of Vienna, Austria), Nicolai Pastoors
and Joachim Stöckler

Surprisingly, construction of tight wavelet frames via the system theory approachleads to constructions of Hermite subdivision schemes. Such Hermite subdivi-sion schemes generate matrix-valued basic limit functions and their matrix-valued subdivision symbols are contractive on the torus.
maria.charina@univie.ac.at
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Smoothing exponential splines for Laplace transforminversion of multiexponential decay data
Costanza Conti∗ (Università di Firenze), Rosanna Campagna,
Salvatore Cuomo

In this talk we discuss the definition of a spline model to represent (multi)exponentialdecay data. Many applications are indeed based on data that behave asymp-totically in this way, for example when the relationship between experimentaldata and their source is expressed in integral form and a Laplace transforminversion is needed. We define a piecewise smoothing exponential-spline rep-resented by elements from the null spaces of differential operators tailored torepresent exponential decay data. To reduce the condition number of the linearsystem to be solved to compute this spline, B-spline like functions are definedon the same spaces and locally represented by Bernstein-like bases that makeeasy Hermite interpolation conditions.
costanza.conti@unifi.it
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Orthogonal (multi)wavelets and system theory
Mariantonia Cotronei∗ (Università Mediterranea di Reggio
Calabria), Maria Charina, Costanza Conti, Mihai Putinar

Since the early eighties a variety of constructions of orthogonal scalar-, vector-,and matrix-valued wavelets has been proposed. We unify all those construc-tions. In fact, classical results from system theory and basic linear algebraallow us to show that there are no intrinsic differences between the elegantconstruction of scalar-valued wavelets by Daubechies or any other construc-tion in the vector or matrix case. Our approach provides a way to parametrizeall classes of possible wavelet and multi-wavelet filters together with the filtersof the corresponding refinable functions.
mariantonia.cotronei@unirc.it
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On the Hexagonal Shepard method
Francesco Dell’Accio∗ (Università della Calabria), Filomena Di
Tommaso

The problem of Lagrange interpolation of functions of two variables by quadraticpolynomials based on nodes which are vertices of a triangulation has beenrecently studied and local six-tuples of vertices which assure the uniquenessand the optimal-order of the interpolation polynomial are known. Followingthe idea of Little and the theoretical results on the approximation order andaccuracy of the triangular Shepard method, we introduce an hexagonal Shepardoperator with quadratic precision and cubic approximation order for the classicalproblem of scattered data approximation without least square fit.
francesco.dellaccio@unical.it
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Localizing Functions and the Stability of SparseFrequency Estimation
Benedikt Diederichs (University of Passau/Fraunhofer EZRT)

Estimating the frequencies of signals that are sparse in the frequency domainhas attracted a lot of attention in the last few years. The catch is that for suchsignals it is possible to overcome the natural resolution limit, which is why suchmethods are sometimes called super-resolution methods.It is, however, difficult to pin down stability properties of that problem. Wegive a fairly general stability result, independent of the method used, and derivea posteriori estimates. A main tool are special functions, which allow to estimateobjects localized in the spatial domain by something localized in the frequencydomain, and therefore overcoming the uncertainty principle.If time permits, we comment on higher dimensional results as well as othermathematical problems where these functions pop up (like sphere packing oreigenvalue estimates of kernel matrices).
benedikt.diederichs@uni-passau.de
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Functional and derivative data interpolation bytriangular Shepard operators
Filomena Di Tommaso∗ (Università della Calabria), Francesco
Dell’Accio, Otheman Nouisser, Benaissa Zerroudi

In this talk we provide a solution to the Hermite interpolation problem for scat-tered data by means of fast and accurate algorithms. The proposed methodis based on Little’s basis functions and Hermite interpolant on the simplex bySturm and an improvement which uses derivatives up to the order 2. The mainadvantage of the method is achieving approximation of order of O(h3) (O(h4)if derivatives of order 2 are provided) demonstrated both by theoretical andnumerical results.
ditommaso@mat.unical.it
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Smooth cubic Powell–Sabin B-splines onthree-directional triangulations
Jan Grošelj∗ (University of Ljubljana), Hendrik Speleers

The construction of smooth piecewise polynomial functions of low degrees ongeneral triangulations has shown to be a challenging problem. Its complexityoriginates from the fact that a small change in geometry of the triangulation canhave an impact on degrees of freedom of the spline function. There has beennumerous attempts to isolate this problem, among which are preliminary re-finements of the triangulation (with e.g. Clough–Tocher or Powell–Sabin splits),increased smoothness in parts of the domain, rational blending, or simply re-strictions to special classes of triangulations.In this talk we consider many of the aforementioned techniques in orderto shape a smooth cubic precision spline space suitable for approximation andnot too complex to analyze. We start with a set of C 1 cubic B-spline func-tions defined on a Powell–Sabin 6-refinement of the triangulation, which hasbeen recently developed in [1], and investigate which additional smoothnessproperties these functions posses if we restrict ourselves to three-directionaltriangulations, i.e. triangulations generated by three linearly independent vec-tors summing to zero. We show that with a recombination of the B-splines itis possible to obtain a basis for a C 1 spline space with C 2 smoothness on ev-ery triangle of the original triangulation. Furthermore, we discuss some niceproperties of the spline representation in terms of these new basis functions,including subdivision with convex weights after dyadic refinement.
References
[1] J. Grošelj and H. Speleers. Construction and analysis of cubic Powell–Sabin

B-splines. Comput. Aided Geom. Design 57, 1–22, 2017.
jan.groselj@fmf.uni-lj.si
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Quartic Bézier curves with rational offsets
Kai Hormann∗ (Università della Svizzera italiana), Jianmin Zheng

This talk is about planar properly-parameterized, regular quartic Bézier curvesthat have rational offsets. Such curves are either Pythagorean hodograph (PH)or indirect Pythagorean hodograph (iPH) curves, and they include all quadraticcurves, cubic PH curves, and cubic iPH curves as special cases. We give a com-plete analysis of these curves and derive their algebraic and geometric charac-terizations. The characterizations are given in terms of quantities related to theBézier control polygon of the curves. Based on the derived characterizations,several geometric construction algorithms using quartic curves with rationaloffsets are presented as applications.
kai.hormann@usi.ch
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Towards subdivision in all manifolds: Case-study onthe sphere
Svenja Hüning (Graz University of Technology)

Algorithms producing limit curves by refining a given set of ordered points lyingin a linear space are called subdivision schemes. They are well-studied withrespect to convergence and smoothness. Adapted versions of such refinementrules have also been considered for data in nonlinear spaces, like Riemannianmanifolds.There are convergence results which can be applied to all manifolds. However,those results which make use of the so-called proximity conditions are restrictedto ’dense enough’ input data. Additionally, one can extend linear subdivisionschemes to manifolds with nonnegative sectional curvature with the Riemanniananalogue. In this case, one obtains convergence results for all input data.In this talk, we discuss ideas how to extend the previous results to manifoldswith positive sectional curvature. In particular, we present suggestions how touse the Riemannian analogue of a subdivision scheme on the unit sphere.
huening@tugraz.at
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Polyharmonic Interpolation, subdivision, andDaubechies type wavelets
Ognyan Kounchev (Bulgarian Academy of Sciences)

We report about a multivariate approach to subdivision based on polyharmonicinterpolation. The main role of interpolant is played by polyharmonic func-tions and the initial data are given on parallel lines (see [1]). We define amultivariate analog to the Deslaurier-Dubuc scheme, we introduce a polyhar-monic subdivision scheme which reproduces polyharmonic functions of a givenorder p. Following the standard scheme explained in [1], by means of Fouriertransform in one direction the polyharmonic functions are decomposed into aninfinite number of one-dimensional exponential polynomials of a special kind.The interesting phenomenon is that the stationary polyharmonic subdivisionis reduced to infinitely many non-stationary. Accordingly, using these one-dimensional non-stationary subdivisions we produce one-dimensional waveletsof Daubechies type, provided in [2]. Related subtle problems of interpolation bypolyharmonic functions have been studied in detail in [3].
References

[1] O. Kounchev, Multivariate Polysplines. Application to Numerical andWavelet Analysis, Academic Press-Elsevier, 2001.
[2] N. Dyn, O. Kounchev, D. Levin, H. Render, Regularity of generalizedDaubechies wavelets reproducing exponential polynomials, Applied andComputational Harmonic Analysis, Volume 37, Issue 2, September 2014,Pages 288-306.
[3] O. Kounchev, H. Render, Interpolation of data functions on parallel hyper-planes, submitted.

okounchev@gmail.com
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Non-linear subdivision schemes and exponentialpolynomials
Sergio López-Ureña∗ (Universitat de València), Tomas Sauer

A subdivision scheme S reproduces a space of functions V, if for all F ∈ V theapplication of S to the sequence F |Zs := (F (α))α∈Zs gives more evaluations of Fat a finer grid, SF |Zs = FΞ−1Zs , where Ξ is the dilation matrix of S. We can findin the literature [1, 2] some results about sufficient and necessary conditionsfor reproduction provided that the subdivision scheme is linear. However, thereis no result for the non-linear case, which has proven to be useful in someapplications [3, 4].We search for sufficient and necessary conditions in the non-linear case.We show that a stronger condition than reproduction should be considered, the
offset reproduction, which is defined as

S (f + F |Zs) = Sf + FΞ−1Zs, ∀f ∈ `∞(Zs), ∀F ∈ V.

[1] M. Charina, C. Conti and L. Romani. Reproduction of exponential polynomialsby multivariate non-stationary subdivision schemes with a general dilationmatrix. Numerische Mathematik, 2014.
[2] N. Dyn, D. Levin, and A. Luzzatto. Exponentials reproducing subdivisionschemes. Foundations of Computational Mathematics, 2003.
[3] R. Donat, S. López-Ureña and M. Santágueda. A family of non-oscillatory 6-point interpolatory subdivision schemes. Advances in Computational Math-

ematics, 2017.
[4] R. Donat and S. López-Ureña. Nonlinear stationary subdivision schemesthat reproduce trigonometric functions. arXiv:1809.03731, 2018.
sergio.lopez-urena@uv.es
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Trimmed NURBS Surfaces with Low Degree Boundary
Florian Martin∗ (Technische Universität Darmstadt), Ulrich Reif

The trimming procedure is one of the most important techniques in ComputerAided Geometric Design to construct complex geometries. However, Non-UniformRational B-Splines (NURBS) surfaces as the standard modeling tool in theindustry do not provide a natural way of adapting their visualization whilemaintaining the parametrization and mathematical description. In particularnon continuous contacts to neighboring patches lead to gaps and overlaps thathave to be dealt with manually.In this talk, we present a novel method to represent G1 and even G2 continuouscomposite surfaces. As our description provides compatibility with the IGESand STEP file exchange formats, its application is highly recommended in theindustrial design process.
fmartin@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
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Some Remarks about B-Splines as Functions of Order
Peter Massopust (Technical University of Munich)

B-splines of complex order z can be considered as bivariate functions of the form
B : R× C>1 → C,

B(x, z) := 1Γ(z) ∞∑
k=0(−1)k(zk

)(x − k)z−1+ ,

where C>1 := {z ∈ C : Rez > 1}.In this short talk, we present some properties of B(x, z) for fixed x ∈ R.Those include the asymptotic behavior as |Re z| → ∞ and |Im z| → ∞, and thenumber and location of real zeros.(The material presented is part of the Master’s Thesis of Ludwig Bayer:
Holomorphic Properties of Complex B-Splines, TUM, 2017.)
massopust@ma.tum.de
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Modified invariant polytope algorithm and t-toolboxesfor Matlab
Thomas Mejstrik∗ (University of Vienna),

In several papers of 2013 – 2016, Guglielmi and Protasov made a breakthroughin the problem of the joint spectral radius computation, developing the invari-ant polytope algorithm which for most matrix families finds the exact value ofthe joint spectral radius. This algorithm found many applications in problemsof functional analysis, approximation theory, combinatorics, etc.. We proposeseveral modifications for the algorithm, making it roughly 3 times faster andsuitable for higher dimensions. We present our user friendly implementationof the modified invariant polytope algorithm in Matlab and discuss its proper-ties. Moreover, we present our Matlab toolbox for multiple subdivision schemes,which among other features offers the possibility to compute/estimate the exactHölder regularity of subdivision.
tommsch@gmx.at
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Geometric Hermite Subdivision
Ulrich Reif∗ (Technische Universität Darmstadt), Andreas
Weinmann

We suggest subdivision schemes for geometric Hermite data, composed ofpoints, tangent vectors, and optionally curvature values. Reproducing circlesand clothoids, the schemes generate tidy results even in a vicinity of inflectionpoints. The limit curves are proven to be G1 or even G2.
reif@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
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3D data acquisition and printing
Dörte Rüweler (University of Passau)

Digitization of real world objects is an important topic in various applications,from reverse engineering and measurement to perservation of cultural heritage.The technologies for that purpose vary widely in cost and general availability.Once an object is digitized, it can be modified and eventually be producedagain, nowadays mostly by means of additive manufacturing, also known as 3Dprinting.The talk gives a quick introduction to some of the technologies and in par-ticular reports on our experiences with a filament printer, the most availabletechnology due to its relatively low cost.
Doerte.Rueweler@uni-passau.de
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Sharp error estimates for spline approximation
Espen Sande∗ (University of Oslo), Carla Manni and Hendrik
Speleers

In this talk we give a priori error estimates in standard Sobolev norms for ap-proximation in spline spaces of maximal smoothness on arbitrary grids. Theerror estimates are expressed in terms of a power of the maximal grid spacing,an appropriate derivative of the function to be approximated, and an explicitconstant. Special attention is paid to the periodic case where we prove thatthe obtained constant is sharp. The results of this talk can be used to the-oretically explain the benefits of spline approximation under k-refinement byisogeometric discretization methods. They also form a theoretical foundation forthe outperformance of smooth spline discretizations of eigenvalue problems thathas been numerically observed in the literature, and for optimality of geometricmultigrid solvers in the isogeometric analysis context.
espsand@math.uio.no
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Generalized convolutions and Hankel operators
Tomas Sauer ( University of Passau/Fraunhofer IIS)

Given a nonsingular matrix Ξ ∈ Zs×s, one can consider generalized convolutionsthat act on bi–infinite sequences c, d : Zs → R as
c ∗Ξ d = ∑

α∈Zs
c(·+ Ξα), d(α)

and study the associated operators. This covers a lot of well known operations,in particular correlation (Ξ = I) and Hankel operators, convolution (Ξ = −I) andToeplitz operators and, of course, subdivision operators where Ξ is an arbitrary
expansive matrix, i.e., all eigenvalues are > 1 in modulus.The particular interest of the talk consists in studying kernels and preser-vation properties of these operators and, as could be expected, their close con-nection to Prony’s problem. This is not surprising since all these questions arerelated to exponential polynomials.
Tomas.Sauer@uni-passau.de
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Connections between the Prony Polynomial and SomeOrthogonal Polynomials
Michael Skrzipek (Fernuniversität in Hagen)

We consider the reconstruction of frequencies ωj ∈ [−α, 0] + i (−π, π], α ≥ 0, ofa signal h from given samples, where h has the form
h(x) = m∑

j=1 λje
ωjx , m <∞, ωi 6= ωj for i 6= j, λj ∈ C\{0}.

As is known, zj := eωj are the zeros of the so called Prony polynomial ρm.Characteristics of h reflect in properties of ρm and vice versa. We show that inthis context orthogonal polynomials arise in a natural manner and can be usedto calculate the frequencies or to infer on properties of the signal.
michael.skrzipek@fernuni-hagen.de
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Quasi-interpolation with cubic Powell–Sabin splines
Hendrik Speleers∗ (University of Rome Tor Vergata), Jan Grošelj

The process of constructing bivariate polynomial splines on triangulations canbe simplified by applying a Powell–Sabin refinement to a general triangulation.Recently, C 1 cubic splines on Powell–Sabin triangulations with and withoutadditional smoothness constraints have been considered for possible use inapproximation theory and geometric modelling. Also, a stable B-form for suchsplines, which is based on local basis functions that form a convex partition ofunity, has been provided [1]. This B-form is particularly interesting because itallows a representation of classical C 1 quadratic Powell–Sabin splines and C 1cubic Clough–Tocher splines in a unified context.In this talk we make use of the cubic Powell–Sabin B-form to introducea general framework of methods for constructing quasi-interpolation operatorsbased on local polynomial approximation [2]. We assign a linear functional toeach basis function to specify the coefficients in the B-form. The functionalshave a standard form, i.e., they take a cubic polynomial and evaluate it usingthe blossoming principle. Using this approach, a quasi-interpolation operatorcan be defined by providing a collection of cubic polynomials, which can be con-structed based on local data sites through any standard approximation method,e.g., Lagrange or Hermite interpolation, least square approximation, etc. Westudy the properties of such quasi-interpolation operators and present generalrecipes to specify them in a way that they have a global or local polynomialprecision and satisfy certain additional smoothness constraints. Finally, wederive some concrete methods and compare them with numerical experiments.
References
[1] J. Grošelj and H. Speleers. Construction and analysis of cubic Powell–Sabin

B-splines. Comput. Aided Geom. Design 57, 1–22, 2017.
[2] J. Grošelj and H. Speleers. Three recipes for quasi-interpolation with cubic

Powell–Sabin splines. Comput. Aided Geom. Design 67, 47–70, 2018.
speleers@mat.uniroma2.it
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Wavelets and Applications in Computed Tomography
A. Michael Stock∗ (University of Passau), Benedikt Diederichs,
Tomas Sauer

Computed Tomography (CT) is an X-ray-based technique to generate three-dimensional datasets from real-world objects. Applications can be found inthe manufacturing industry, medical imaging, and cultural heritage projects.Today, there exist CT devices that are able to create volumetric datasets ofeven hundreds of gigabytes in size.To make that amount of data manageable, we present a wavelet-basedmethod using the natural sparsity of the given CT scans when transformingthe data into the wavelet domain. This approach takes advantage of the factthat the input data is mostly locally homogeneous with smooth boundaries, atleast in industrial applications. Then, we briefly discuss coefficient thresholdingtechniques and related minimization problems, a wavelet-based edge detectionmethod, and error estimates. To conclude, we give an outlook on how to directlyreconstruct CT scans in the wavelet domain.
stock@forwiss.uni-passau.de
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A Remes type algorithm for geometric approximationof a circular arc
Aleš Vavpetič∗ (University of Ljubljana), Emil Žagar

A new algorithm for the construction of parametric polynomial approximants ofcircular arcs will be considered. It is based on the minimization of a particularerror function, such as the radial distance or the simplified radial distance. Themain step of the algorithm is the identification of the optimal zeros of the errorfunction which is done by a kind of bisection method and can be also viewed asa Remes type algorithm. The approach leads to the construction of parametricpolynomial approximants of a particular geometric smoothness. In this talk somelow degree cases will be presented in detail and possible generalizations willbe proposed.
ales.vavpetic@fmf.uni-lj.si
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Arc length preserving approximation by planarPythagorean-hodograph curves
Emil Žagar (University of Ljubljana and Institute of mathematics)

Interpolation of planar geometric data, such as positions, tangent directionsand curvatures by parametric polynomial curves is a standard and well studiedproblem. However, there is not much known about interpolation of some addi-tional global geometric data, such as the arc length, the bending energy,. . . Weshall consider some particular problems involving interpolation of the arc length.Pythagorean-hodograph curves will be used.
emil.zagar@fmf.uni-lj.si
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